We appreciate the questions, and also SEGJ who provides this opportunity to explain our study conception. We hope this discussion deepens mutual understanding.
Discussion -1
The questioner pointed out, 'Their figures 3 and 4 are correct although the description of the horizontal axis of figure 4 could be clearer. It is obvious that the relative error e T /TIA ( = (TIA À PTA)/ TIA) becomes infinite where TIA = 0. However, the situation is not as severe as their assertion implies, because such a large error occurs only in a quite limited region near PTA = 0, but the result of analyses of magnetic anomalies is commonly more dependent on the locations and values of the high and low anomaly peaks, where the approximation above is fully valid. To illustrate this, I show a simple synthetic model. ' What we point first in this paper is that TIA cannot be used for the physical analyses because it is not a vector but just a scalar.
Figure 4 in our paper showed the relationship between TIA and e T for the 2D case. Considering the actual 3D case, it is almost impossible to evaluate e T by the method of model analysis because there are the infinite complex combinations of the shape, direction, and intensity of magnetization.
Evaluation of e T can be done only using the observed TA (three component anomalies). Figure F -1 shows the result of evaluation of e T /PTA(TIA) using the observed TA at Aogashima Island. It is clear that at the b around 1 , e T /PTA(TIA) reaches more than 10% and sometimes more than 100%. e T /PTA(TIA) directly connects to dM/M, the relative error for magnetization M as mentioned later.
Discussion -2
The questioner showed Figure D -1, and he showed simple dipole model analysis. In addition, his conclusion revealed that This figure shows the relationship between b and the relative error, e T /PTA, of the magnetic field in actual data of Aogashima. For example, when b is around one degree, the relative error is from 0.5% to 100%. This figure shows that the data gather densely at 0.5 < b < 1.5 and as b increases (|TA| increases), the relative error, e T /PTA, increases up to 10%. the peak value of e T is~14 nT, although the same difference may be caused by the position inaccuracy of 6 m in horizontal.
He supposes the difference, e T = TIAÀPTA, is small. We must note that this example of model calculation is too simple to simulate the actual situation of magnetization. One point magnetic moment is very far from the representative of actual complicated 3D structure. Figure 4 in our paper shows the relationship between TIA and e T just for the 2D case. We can easily guess the relationship with et and b is more complex in the actual 3D case.
Evaluation of e T can be done only using the observed TA.
Discussion -3
The questioner showed the inversion result in Table D-1  (see Table D -1 in Discussion paper, page 122). He showed the error level of magnetic moment is 0.15% in magnitude and 0.34 in direction based on the assumption that PTA = TIA. The relative error strongly influences to the magnetization analysis error. The simple explanation is as follows; M is obtained from TA or PTA using the physical formulae, TA = ct(r) Ã M, or PTA = cp(r) Ã M where ct(r), cp(r) are the function of r, the distance between M and the observation point and the shape of M. Under the assumption that PTA = TIA, M 0 is obtained from .
Then the relative error occurs as follows,
Figure F-1 shows that the relative error evaluated from measured TA reaches more than 10%, sometimes more than 100% around b = 1 . In the text, the definition of relative error is e T /TIA, however, the definition e T /PTA for the relative error gives almost the same behaviour as e T /TIA for the much smaller b.
Discussion -4
The questioner pointed out, 'The validity of approximating observed TIA anomalies with PTA anomalies is mentioned in most textbooks (e.g., Blakely, 1995, p. 179; SEGJ, 1999, p. 483) . As this approximation is too common among exploration geophysicists concerned with mobile magnetic surveys, the description of the effect of approximation is usually omitted. ' Blakely (1995) , Bhattacharyya (1964) , Talwani (1965) and so on assumed in their papers that |TF| >> |TA|, and TIA PTA, although they did not know how large |TA| is. Namely they could not show the quantitative value of |TA| or |TA|/|TF| for which their assumption is valid. If TA is almost perpendicular to MF (or TF) (perpendicular effect), the relative error (TIA-PTA)/PTA (TIA) = e T /PTA(TIA) is very large which affects significantly the analysis results. Using the actual observed TA, Figure F-1 shows the relation between relative error and b which includes the perpendicular effects and provides the direct evaluation of the relative error for magnetization analysis as mentioned in the previous discussion. What we point out in our paper is that the assumption believed for long time so far that TIA PTA for |TF| >> |TA| is not a good assumption because e T ( = TIA-PTA) or e T /PTA(TIA) is the important parameter to evaluate analysis error. To get e T , we need PTA, namely three component magnetic anomalies.
Discussion -5
The questioner pointed out ' the amplitudes of such fluctuation to be much larger than 100 nT p-p, and that this is the noise level (probably coming from attitude data) of their three-component measurement in Aogashima. Such fluctuations could not be reflected in the 3D inversion results (figures 9-11), and the misfit in the inversion process (figure 8) remained over 200 nT when expressed as a standard deviation, which is probably consistent with the values 2.5À3.5 for the 'goodness-of-fit ratio'.
We understand now that the cause for the fluctuation was the instability of the RLG (Ring Laser Gyroscope) occurred when the helicopter suffered the rapid change of yaw, roll and pitch angles. We are preparing the next paper in which the fluctuations will be corrected better.
Discussion -6
The questioner pointed out 'If the vector magnetic anomaly observation can be performed practically only under the error level more than 100 nT, and/or if the reproducibility by 3D inversion analysis of vector magnetic anomaly is limited to the misfit of 30%, the peak difference (14 nT in the example above) between PTA and TIA will be of little importance. In my opinion, the development of the three-component magnetic survey system is actually one of the most important subjects to get over, but the high-resolution ability of total intensity measurements (owing to the developments of proton precession and optical pumping magnetometers) is still powerful paradigm even though the TIA does not give harmonic component in a strict sense. ' As mentioned in the text, the accuracy of the magnetometer sensor and positioning were 0.1 nT and a few meters respectively. Due to the instability of the RLG, the accuracy of measurement as a whole, was regarded as less than 10nT. At present, we use NGSS positioning system with the accuracy less than a few cm, and we now know the correction method for RLG instability, then the measurement accuracy as a whole will be less than a few nT.
We want to note that the accuracy of attitude and positioning of the magnetometer sensor is independent of the type of magnetometer. Even the optical pumping magnetometers with 0.01 nT resolution must suffer the instability of RLG and the positioning error, additionally e T .
We emphasise again that any TIA measured even by a high accurate magnetometer could not make up the physical properties of TA. TA is a vector while TIA is a scalar.
Discussion -7
As the questioner pointed out, the legends in figure 5 were not correct. We appreciate his indication. We would like to take this opportunity to modify this legend of figure 5. Please see Figure F -2, the revised figure 5.
Discussion -8
The questioner saw a strange saw-tooth feature in the observed data and calculated anomalies in figure 9 . In this study, we obtained different altitude data at the same coordinates, therefore, the different values of the black and red points were plotted at the same distance (northward distance) from the origin.
In other words, our analysis was carried out to fit theoretical value to the observed data obtained at different altitudes. So, a strange saw-tooth feature appeared in the Figure (figure 9 ).
Discussion -9
Questioner pointed out 'As is well known, the magnetic anomaly distribution cannot give unique solution of its causative source distribution. Then the analysis of magnetic anomaly has to depend on any restriction on the source distribution, and the strategic concept to overcome the difficulty should be given. ' We of course agree with this point. Then we repeat again that TIA is not suitable data for the physical analysis, because the analysis error cased by TIAÀPTA cannot be evaluated, when we know only total intensity magnetic anomalies, TIA. This is clearly shown by Figure F-1. 
